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SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Mohamed Mosaad Ibrahim, born 19 September 1941.

Education
B.Sc Civil Engineer, Cairo University, June 1965
Post graduate Diploma in photogrammetry at the ITC (Netherlands) March 1976.
M.Sc in photogrammetry with a thesis “Digital cadastral data base oriented to the existing system in Egypt”, ITC the Netherlands, June 1984

Experiences
Appointed to work in ESA in October 1965, since then he worked at the cadastral dept, topographical mapping dept. with permission to leave and work 4 years in South Korea and 3 years in Saudi Arabia and 3 years to study at the Netherlands.
He worked 13 years in the top management of ESA among them, 8 years for the position of the Chairman of ESA.
He is now a consultant of ESA, member of the national Council for production and economic affairs and Vice Chairman of the Egyptian Committee of Surveying and Mapping and General Secretary of this conference.
It is worth mentioning that he is honorary fellow of ITC.
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